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The warp detector, which is located above the warp lines at the rear section of the weaving machine, detects warp break

to stop the machine operation.

If a warp 1 breaks, dropper 2 falls down so that contact bar 3 draws current whose signals are transmitted via contact

plate 4 and cable 5 to the machine control box.

NOTE: When handling a 12-division contact bar, take special care not to bend it.

NOTE: Pleae fix the knob bolt 6 completely.

(The energizing circuit is connected by completely tightening the knob bolt 6.)
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[1] Front-to-rear adjustment

(1) Press the emergency stop button down until it locks

itself and the machine.

(2) Loosen nut 2 (which secures warp detector 1) at

each side of the weaving machine.

(3) Loosen bolts 4 (which secure middle supporter

connector 3) inside the weaving machine.

NOTE: The number of the middle supporters differs

depending upon the reed space.

(4) Adjust the positional relationship between warp

detector 1 and middle supporter connector(s) 3

according to the instructions given on the next page

depending upon the specifications required.
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Shedding type L

Negative cam 240mm

Positive cam, crank 310mm

Dobby, electronic shedding
- 10 frames 270mm

11 frames - 340mm

(Recommended values are displayed on the panel.)

(5) Tighten nut 2 and bolts 4 (which are loosened in

steps (2) and (3)).
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[2] Vertical adjustment

(1) Loosen bolts 2 (which secure middle supporter

connector 1) inside the weaving machine.

NOTE: The number of the middle supporters differs

depending upon the reed width.

(2) Loosen bolts 4 (which secure holder 3) at each of

the right and left sides of the warp detector.

(3) Rotate adjust bolt 6 located on the bracket 5 to align

the desired graduation with mark 7 on the side of

holder 3.

(4) Tighten bolts 4.

(5) Tighten bolts 2.

See the matrix below for standard heights.

(Recommended values are displayed on the panel.)

Fabric structure
Height

(graduation)

Plain weave (1/1) and twill weave (2/2) -1

Twill and satin weave (2/1, 3/1, and 4/1) 0

Twill and satin weave (1/2, 1/3, and 1/4) -3

Dobby -1
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[3] Seat pressure bar (Option)

If the dropper is likely to dance due to fabric texture using

spun yarns, install the seat pressure bar.

(1) Loosen bolt 4 at each of the right and left sides of the

warp detector.

(2) Adjust bar bracket 3 so that the bottom end of seat

pressure bar 1 is placed 5 mm above warp seat 2 at

shed closure. Then, secure bar bracket 3 with bolts

4.
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[4] Adjusting sensitivity of warp stop

The warp stop suppressor may decrease false warp stops.

Touch [ Map ] - [ Dropper ] - [Setting ] to call up the

screen for setting.

(1) Setting the sensitivity of warp stop

＜Sensitivity of warp stop＞

Choose either “High, Mid, Low, Setting”.

High: The machine stops when the dropper touches

the contact bar even just a little.

Mid: The machine does not stop at an instant

contact.

Low: Twice as insensitive as Mid.

Set value: When the false stop occurs even at

selecting the above “Low”, change the

mode to manual setting.

The following setting is modifiable only when

changing the warp stop sensitivity into the “Set

value”.

＜Detection angle (start)＞ - ＜Detection angle

(end)＞

This is to set an angle (within 1 pick) from the start

to the end of break detection.

At about 120-240 degrees, users set an opening

angle and usually omit useless contact of the

droppers.

＜Determination of stop: A+B+C＞

Set the total angle which corresponds to the total

ON-duration of the warp break detection signal. If

the actual total angle exceeds this setting, the

machine comes to a warp stop.
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＜Determination of stop: Consecutive picks＞

Setting the consecutive picks as more than two

makes the weaving machine not to stop until the stop

detection of the above determination angle continues

at more than the times specified as the designated

picks. Note that this should be applied when the

false stop still occurs only with the setting of the

determination angle as above, however, this setting

also makes the response for the machine to stop at

warp break slow.

(2) Monitoring the warp break detection signal

You can confirm the actual detection signals of a

weft break by touching [ Map ] - [ Dropper ] - [

Value ].

In the graph, the present pick is shown in the right as

well as the dropper detection angle of 100 picks.

The example in the left indicates the detection of

8° around 36 picks before and 4°around 64 picks

before.

The red line shows ＜Determination of stop: A + B +

C＞.

When the detection angle is displayed above the red

line, the weaving machine stops.

＜ Total of detection angle ＞

The setting of the range in the blue boxes shown

above are changeable.

＜ Present pick ＞

In the right end of the graph, the detection angle of

the present pick is displayed.

It represents the number of the detection at warp

break.

＜ Clear ＞

All data is cleared.

With this data, compare the false warp stops and the

actual warp breaks and then make the appropriate

settings of the detection angle.
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